Precision Measurement

If you rely on precision measurement with a high degree of accuracy every time, you need the Multi Measure II™

The quality of craftsmanship, technology and attention to detail in the development and construction of this highly accurate piece of equipment is evident at a glance. The ergonomically designed location of all controls, stress relieved and cold stabilized treatment of all components, and the fine focus that operates throughout the Z axis are just some of the features that make the Multi Measure II the best choice for high precision measurement. To support our promise of quality, all measurements are certified with a Hewlett-Packard Laser Metrology System. Certificates are shipped with each Multi Measure II.

The Multi Measure II is available in a variety of sizes and configurations from 4”x4” manual to 8”x12” CNC controlled with Auto-Focus and Auto-Edge Detection. We can tailor a system to your needs and build precise fixtures and gages for a wide variety of applications.

Multi Measure II™

The stand and stage are precision machined, ground and lapped throughout. Z-axis way-covers prevent particle contamination.


The MultiMeasure II can be adapted to optics of your choice.

Standard coarse and fine movement controls. Course 0.500” per revolution. Fine 0.0125” per revolution.

Fine focus control operates throughout the full Z-axis travel eliminating repeated adjustments.

The base is easily machined to accommodate special tooling applications and options to meet all your needs.
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